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Sparsh Nite '22
Fundraiser for a cause

Sparsh Hospice organised its annual     
 Fundraising night ‘Sparsh Nite’ on August
26th in presence of renowned celebrities,
personalities, volunteers, donors.
The fundraising event featured a comedy
theatrical musical ‘Blame It On Yashraj’ which
is a Bollywood musical comedy talking about
an Indian family caught in the whirlwind of a
wedding.
The proceeds from the event will be utilised
to provide free palliative care facilities to
terminally ill patients.



Sri Somesh Kumar, Hon'ble Chief Secretary,
Government of Telangana
I have known Sparsh from several years and the fundraising for
any orgnisation is very essential. I congratulate the Trustees and
Rotarians on organising such kind of event where one can reach
multiple communities. 
Congratulations!
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Dr. M. Subrahmanyam
Long-Term Trustee, 

HoD – Anaesthesia, Rainbow Hospitals

Mr. M.Suresh Reddy
Long-Term Trustee

Managing Director, Pride Motors

Mr. Jagadish Ramadugu
Treasurer & Long-Term Trustee, 

MD & CEO, Pragati Finserv
 

Durga Prasad Madasu
Trustee, 

ED, Corpone BPO (A Natsoft Company)

Mr. Prabhakar Dhulipudi
President & Trustee, 

CEO & Founder, GS Property

Mr. G. Vaasudevan
Secretary & Trustee

National Business Manager, Equitas Bank
 

Mr. T. Vijaypal Reddy
Trustee, Secretary & Correspondent, 

St. Peter's Engineering College
 

Dr. M. Pranathi Reddy
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The quarter under review is another significant one
in the history of Rotary Club of Banjara Hills
Charitable Trust , as its brainchild project - Sparsh
Hospice - has crossed the milestone of supporting
6,000 terminally-ill patients. The brainchild project
of the club is a one-of-its kind initiative and has
been creating long-term impact in terms of
alleviating pain , fighting serious illness. 
On behalf of Sparsh Hospice and Rotary Club of
Banjara Hills , I would like to extend my deepest
gratitude for the unwavering support of the
Governing Board , fellow Rotarians , fellow Board
members and the Sparsh team. The project has
gained accolades not only at a national level but also
by being recognised internationally.  
Currently 50 beds are operational and monthly
average expenses is Rs 40 lakhs. 
I would like to thank all patrons from corporates ,
educational institutions , fellow Rotarians and kind
individuals for extending their support. Now we are
focusing on continuing the 'signature care ' of Sparsh
for paediatric patients and by next quarter we will
inaugurate the dedicated ward. 

It is my sincere appeal to the worldwide Rotary
family to invest in our cause and participate in
easing the suffering of many.  
Finally , I would like to extend my sincere gratitude
to the Sparsh team , who work around the clock on
the frontlines every single day to ensure comfort
and care to our patients and their families. It is only
through your effort that we stand proudly today. 
Best Wishes! 
 

TRUSTEE'S DESK
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Reaches milestone of 6,000 beneficiaries

Prabhakar Dhulipudi
President & Trustee

Sparsh Hospice



CENTRE HEAD'S DESK
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Shashidhar K 
Centre Head

Sparsh Hospice

Caring of people with life-limiting illness

Dr. Vivekanandam
Medical Director

Sparsh Hospice

We are inching closer to last quarter of the year with
many new beneficiaries , new partnerships and as well
as new learning. This September Sparsh completed
11 years of service - (2011-2022) and entered its second
decade of service with renewed strength as we
prepare to scale up services in the coming quarter.
Currently 50 inpatient beds are operational , including
one day-care ward , six home-care vans delivering care
at doorstep of the patients.

Currently we are reaching 400-450 terminally-ill patients on any given
day , thereby increasing their quality of life. I take this opportunity to
thank new donors Jayabheri Properties , Pride Motors , Shantha Vasantha
Trust , Sai Priya Constructions , Mr. Venkaiah Choudary Nannapaneni
(NATCO Pharma) for supporting the project and thereby creating long-

term social impact. My sincere gratitude to Board members , Rotary
Banjara Hills members and staff for their compassion & dedication
towards the project.

MEDICAL DIRECTOR'S DESK
Respecting people, and their choices

Death with dignity is everyone ’s right & essential even
at the last events of life. Health system strengthening
is key and must to achieve Universal Health Coverage
considering factors specific to family members , loved
ones and communities.
At Sparsh the care team aims to alleviate the pain of
suffering and reducing the family 's burden in
whatever way we can. Team of doctor , social workers ,
counsellors , nurses and paramedical staff work round
the clock to extend holistic care.

Sparsh Medical Board oversee care quality; set care related strategic
direction; establish ethical standards , values , and compliance. Our
medical board consisting of Dr. P. Gopal (Chairperson), Dr. Rohini
Reganti , Dr. M. Subrahmanyam , Dr. Phani Sree S & Dr. Anita Patibandla.



Sparsh Hospice - Centre for Palliative
Care is a standalone palliative care
centre for terminally ill, which in an 
initiative of the Rotary Club of Banjara
Hills (District RI 3150) under a
separately constituted Trust named as
Rotary Club of Banjara Hills Charitable
Trust. 
The centre provides free palliative care
services through in-patient facilities,
home-care services & out-patient
services. 

According to theWorld Health
Organisation (WHO), palliative care is a
crucial part of integrated, people-
centred health services. Relieving
serious health-related suffering (SHS),
be it physical, psychological, social, or
spiritual is a global ethical
responsibility. 
In the case of Telangana with a
population of 3.5 crore, recorded around
79 thousand deaths in 2019. 

Of all the deaths, 70% died due to SHS.
Worldwide the burden is enormous,
which calls for immediate action.

INTRODUCTION

Background

Sustainable
Development Goals

 Goal 3 (Good health & well-being)
 Goal 10 (Reduced inequalities)
 Goal 17 (Partnerships for the
goals).

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
were adopted by all United Nations
Member States in 2015 to create a an
equitable world ensuring that no one
is left behind. Sparsh Hospice is
working to achieve 

VISION
To provide exceptional

palliative care services, free
of cost, to terminally ill
patients hailing from all
sections of the society

MISSION
To render differential

palliative care service to add
value and provide comfort in

the end-of-life days of
terminally ill patients

MISSION
To encourage, facilitate and
spread awareness about
palliative care through

educating, training, extending
services & research. 

GOALS
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According to World Health Organisation (WHO), palliative care is a crucial part of
integrated, people-centred health services. Relieving serious health-related
suffering, be it physical, psychological, social, or spiritual is a global ethical
responsibility. 
In case of Telangana with a population of 3.5 crore, recorded around 79 thousand
deaths in 2019. Of all the deaths, 70% died due to SHS. Worldwide the burden is
enormous, which calls for immediate action.

Western countries, unlike India,
have a care system that takes

care of people with life-
threatening conditions, and
provides physical, social,

psychological & spiritual support
in the home setting. However,
India does not have similar

facilities for patients with SHS.
Therefore, Sparsh is trying to fill
this gap by providing services

through in-patient, out-patient &
home-care mode.

India has a grim situation in
terms of chronic or life-limiting
conditions as 1 in 5 suicides are

by persons living with an
advanced, chronic, or life-limiting

condition.

What is palliative care?

Current Scenario

2% Less than 2% of India’s
1.2 billion people have

access to palliative care. 

78%
Lack of basic social security

increases the financial
devastation of the family at

the time of illness. 

59th
India ranks 59th place
in 2021 on quality of
death and dying.
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Homecare
234

In-patient
178

Out-patient
33

QUARTER
HIGHLIGHTS

This quarter our
beneficiaries reach
increased by 25%. 

Unique
beneficiaries

served

2,011
Home visits

2,200+
Homecare 

follow up calls

360+
Out-patient
follow up calls

150+
Hours of

palliative care
training

500+
Kgs of dry ration

support to
families

54
Medical

equipment
distributed

200+
Hours of

volunteering
contribution

445
Caregivers
trained

2,000+
Indirect

beneficiaries
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IN-PATIENT SERVICES
As palliative care workers catering to patients with serious health-related
suffering, this means that we take holistic care of the person and their
caregivers. Medical, psychological and spiritual counselling, pain and symptom
management, conflict management, and mobilizing social support for needy
families, are just some of the things we do.
Our 82-bedded hospice facility is fully functional and inauguration of dedicated
paediatric ward is scheduled on October 8, 2022.

New admissions Occupancy Trend

August '22
67

September '22
62

July '22
49

178
new

admissions

July '22 Aug '22 Sept '22

75 

50 

25 

0 
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STORY 1:
Who cares? We do!

When *Navneet (name changed) passed away at Sparsh, he carried away all his
dreams of becoming an engineer, having manufacturing unit, going on vacation
trips, giving good life to his mother & family and what not a young person
would seek from life. The story went in other direction and it went like this.
He was only 19 when he came to Sparsh due to fourth-stage osteosarcoma (type
of bone cancer) and later spread to lungs. 
Prathyusha, his counsellor, remembers that he was is great despair when he
came to Sparsh as he can not live any of his dreams. "My mother has struggled
a lot in raising me and brothers. I wanted to her to quit her daily wage job. But
here I am." said *Navneet. She also says that he was big fan of Indian cinema,
where he used to praise and love Telugu actors.
It so happened that Sparsh new paediatric ward was inaugurated by Rana
Daggubati, Indian celebrity, and his young fan was waiting in wards to have his
glimpse. Navneet was happy that his wish to meet the Baahubali actor was
fulfilled. 
The other day he got discharge with a happy face but he came after some days
with increased pain and symptoms.
After a month he passed away at Sparsh beside his eldest brother leaving his
memories and wish of having his photo installed at Sparsh facility. We have got
the above photo framed will be installed soon in the facility. 

Rana Daggubati, Indian celebrity, during a conversation with our beneficiary at Sparsh.
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HOME-CARE SERVICES
Home is where one feels
connected and comfortable.
During the process of dying
one always prefers to be
surrounded by loved ones to
bid adieu in peace. 
With the same philosophy
Sparsh has started home-care
services in 2016, and currently
we are reaching around 80

new patients on monthly bais
through a fleet of 6 home-care
vans. This quarter due to SBI-
Foundation support we were
able to increase our home care
patients base and serve more
people. We thank you         
 SBI Foundation for the
support.

New beneficiaries

July '22
90

August '22
80

September '22
64

234
new unique
patients

July '22
678

August '22
668

September '22
665

2,011
Home
visits

Total home visits

1,500+
                    Home-care 

Follow Up
Calls

50,000+
km   approx.  of

distance
travelled
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STORY 2:
Making heakthcare more human

Imagine, a person lying to a bed for years depending on others to feed you,

change diapers, give bath, oral care and others. It gives not only physical distress
but also create a spiritual and psychological issues to person and their loved
ones. 
With the objective that everyone has the right to live with dignity Sparsh with the
support of State Bank of India Foundation has intervened in making the
healthcare more humane by starting full-fledged Multipurpose Worker-led Home
Services (MPHW) where trained staff visit to patients providing personal care.
The team gives sponge bath, nail care, oral care, personal hygiene careand others.
This continued need-based service for the homebound patients meets the need
during the time of life when they are most vulnerable. 
The van in this quarter has crossed 500 visits to patients home extending patient
personal care. 
Mr. Bhupal Keligi, a caregiver of our beneficiary writes a review on Google saying
“The patient personal care team are outstanding in their commitment, quality of
service and I appreciate their courteous approach towards the patient and their
family members....”
The support from SBI Foundation has strengthened the palliative care at home.

Sparsh MPHW is doing more than 150 visits for patient personal care at their doorstep.
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OUT-PATIENT SERVICES
Out-patient (OP) consultations can often be a neglected area in palliative care.
Sparsh Hospice is committed to providing high-quality care to our service-users
who choose to come in periodically for pain management, wound dressings,
counselling, and to share a sense of community at the hospice. 
At the new centre a separate space has been specifically allocated for caring of
out-patient cases, in addition follow up calls and video consultations are done at
the convenience of the patient and the family.

New beneficiaries

August '22
67

September '22
62

July '22
49

178
new

admissions
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STORY 3:

Narrated mostly from the point of view of Ms. Anusha Cheekati, Head Nurse.

*Mastanamma's home at Somaram village in Karimnagar district, which is 100 km east to Hyderabad.

Be it living or dying, quality matters

*Mastanamma has been referred to Sparsh by an old beneficiary family member.
She was 100km away from us alone and lonely under a shabby roof. She is 63 year
old being taken care by school staff where she used to work as a cleaner.
She has family members but no one took responsibility of her and she has bore
the scars of hard life where everyday is a struggle.
She was diagnosed by cervical cancer in early 2021 but even after several chemos
it was not possible to treat her. Anusha Cheekati, Head Nurse, remembers when
she first visited the facility as an out-patient to get screened for palliative
medicine and reducing of pain. She was accompanied by her colleague in school
and we were surprised to know that school took care of her before and after
cancer diagnosis. Her family didn't own the responsibility. She was not only in
physical pain but also psychological.
Our team tried reaching out to family to make them understand the situation and
need of the hour to take care of her mother. But of no use, after long and
regular intervention family started getting on video call and shifter her mother to
them at their home. Still *Mastanamma is our OP beneficiary and her family
member comes to collect the medicines.
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Training &
Workshop
Our regular meetings, review hours, and topic
presentations continued as usual in this
quarter, with the intent to facilitate
continuous learning among the care team
staff. Sparsh with all efforts has started
collaborating with colleges and other for
creating better palliative care ecosystem. This
quarter we kicked off two projects i.e
SPARSHÀYUSH and MoU with Government
City College, Hyderabad along with continued
training to General Duty Aides (GDAs).

Nursing/GDAs Training
We extended on-job training to around 20

GDAs increasing their skillset in handling
patients in realtime.

SPARSHÀYUSH
An MoU has been signed with the
Department Of AYUSH, Government of
Andhra Pradesh, to launch a palliative care
training programme for the final year medical
students and faculties of 4 AYUSH registered
colleges in Andhra Pradesh.

MoU with City College
The initiative is to sensitise and train student
community on palliative care, which will
support us in helping more terminally-ill
patients.

Training programme at Government City College.
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SPARSHÀYUSH training programme at Dr. Gururaju
Govt. Homeo Medical College, Gudivada, AP. 

MOU Signing between Sparsh Hospice and 
Government City College, Hyderabad.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/department-of-ayush/


Awareness &
Advocacy Sparsh Trustees during a TTA Awareness

programme in USA.

Navneet Jhamb, General Manager, India, Vertafore,
addressing Sparsh during their visit to facility.

Awareness programme at Toll Plus India Pvt Ltd.

Sparsh team addressing questions during a community
awareness programme at Siddipet, Telangana.

Participated in TTA awareness in United States
of America.
Regular sensitisation at old age homes.
Conducted community awareness programme
in Siddipet district of Telangana, Telangana
Non Gazetted Officer's gathering, Udaya
Shalini Foundation, Nagarkool, Aganwadi
centre and many others
Participated in cancer awareness awareness
programme conducted by Siddipet Police
Commissionerate 
Participated in series of community awareness
conducted by Alzheimer's and Related
Disorders Society of India

Public awareness on the concept of palliative
care and of service availability remains
insufficient and is a for effective and
appropriate palliative care to be widely
accepted in the community.

Improving knowledge
In order to improve knowledge and access to
palliative care, when required, empowering
individuals & involving communities would
result in realising the objectives contained
within international strategies for palliative
and end-of-life care. Therefore, Sparsh
Hospice regularly tries to raise community
awareness in rural, urban and semi-urban
areas to make people understand the need
for palliative care. We also communicate with
civil society and other space, local NGOs,
online communities, stakeholders towards
advocacy. 
Following are some of the events organised
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Awareness at Bethampudi village, Telangana.

https://ardsi.org/


Friends of Sparsh
'The Fridge of Kindness!
Sparsh has been honoured to
receive one more ‘Neki ka Pitara’,
which when translated, means
‘The Fridge of Kindness’
sponsored by Seva Kitchen. The
combination of two fridges are
commonly known as 'Ram &
Laxman' at Sparsh. 

The addition will strengthen our
quality of care and support the
patients and families.
Seva Kitchen is a crowd sourcing
initiative which was started by
Khusroo Pocha Ji with the aim of
serving nutritious food to
patients and family members in
hospitals.
Thank You Mr. Khusroo Pocha
for the support!

Relief from oxygen crisis
It was the suddenness and the intensity of the
second COVID-19 wave that took everyone in
India by surprise. Pandemic hurt everyone, be
it healthy or terminally ill. Understanding the
need to reach patients at home with oxygen
support in lessening the suffering we were
supported by Vertafore India Pvt Ltd. to take
the project further.
They donated 30 oxygen concentrators which
helped us in reaching out patients at home
suffering from breath shortness and other
symptoms. It gave us a pathway to help
patients with serious illness when admission
and physical visits were either constarined or
not feasible due to pandemic.
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Testimonials
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Sparsh Gallery

Team Sparsh.

Doctor's Day celebrations. Reaching all corners.

Tea time. Independence Day. Patient care.

Family dinner organsied at Sparsh.

Sunil Gavaskar honouring Rotary Banjara Hills members.CSR activity by CorpOne.

Festival celebration.
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A Special Note of Thanks to all Our
Stakeholders 

We are deeply thankful to hundreds of
individuals, philanthropists, institutions and
agencies who have come along with us till

here.
Please know that each and every

contribution means a lot to us. In times,
when there is no option available for

patients and the family is in distress the
donations strengthen our efforts to extend

palliative care services to those
beneficiaries. 

Email: info@sparshhospice.org
Website: www.sparshhospice.org

www.facebook.com/sparshhospice

www.linkedin.com/company/sparsh-hospice/

www.instagram.com/sparshhospice/

https://twitter.com/sparsh_hospice


